
My Best Offer: 

For this offer, each numerical item should be done and completed prior to the following 

numerical item until all are completed.  It needs to happen one step at a time unless the 

other side chooses to do all requirements and submit that in bulk and demand fulfillment 

of my attached promises should those items be fulfilled by the other side.  So, for each 

numerical item itemized below, there contains something SBA (Sacred Breath Academy) 

and/or Sean Stone must do followed by what I promise to do should SBA and/or Sean 

Stone's part be fulfilled for that item.  It has to be done that way because I'm totally 

honest and a woman of my word who follows through and SBA is not and Sean Stone is 

unduly influenced by the lying sacks of shit at SBA so to help build trust, we have to do it 

this way and I do keep my word and even took steps upon initial sour response to 

http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm to remove some of what was posted solely as a 

courtesy such as the phone number tied to the child rapist belonging to SBA and the Alex 

Jones video.  I removed those, e-mailed Sean to show my willingness to make reasonable 

changes upon request and to ask that we further discuss any remaining issues while 

stating sources will need to be reasonably valid and cited.  Also transferred the stupid 

URL sacredbreathacademy.com even after the hearing because I'm a woman of my word 

and Sean said he respects that and I believe him. 

So, that being said, here are the numerical items stating what SBA and/or Sean Stone 

must do and what I will do once that item is complete: 

1.  Rescind the order and I'll remove www.heal-online.org/sean.htm . 

2.  Get "The Blast" article removed at https://theblast.com/c/oliver-stone-son-restraining-

order  and I will remove http://www.heal-online.org/sbajester.htm  .   

3.  Take down the "My Stalker" video on Sean Stone's channel and I will take down the 

video embedded at top of http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm from Youtube and 

from the embed.  It will be deleted. 

4.  Transfer ownership of heal-online.exposed to me and I'll transfer 

sacredbreathacademy.co, sacredbreathacademy.info, sacredbreathacademy.tv, and 

sacredbreathacademy.biz if and only if we agree to not buy anymore URLs/domains 

similar to the ones we individually use to malign the other or for any other purpose if not 

similar to our own actual individual names/urls/domains.  As a good faith effort, I already 

took off the auto-renewal for all but sacredbreathacademy.biz (which I still would like to 

keep but will transfer with grumbling assent if all terms are met) and here's the proof of 

that: 



 

 



5.  Sean Stone will likely have the best results in seeking any further changes.  A third-

party acting as a mediator or an attorney could also act in such a capacity if Sean is not 

comfortable and/or any other third-parties are unwilling or unable to act as a mediator on 

behalf of SBA in this situation.  The reason is I honestly don't believe 

Danielle/SBA/Kaya is capable of being honest or having an honest conversation as a 

result of her own delusions or belief in her own bullshit and denial of objective facts 

available and she's been really awful but so have I.  But, the difference is I'm honest and 

cite my reliable independent sources in full context and she's dishonest and manipulates 

everything taking it out of context to build a malicious narrative for personal gain or to be 

vindictive rather than in pursuit of justice which requires honesty and commitment to the 

Absolute Truth, Whole Truth, Nothing But The Truth, etc...   So, as a result of what some 

may refer to as a severe personality conflict between us, I believe it is best if Sean 

discusses any changes with me about http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm and 

understand he was likely attempting to do that but SBA was unwilling to accept the 

opportunity to request changes and simply demanded their way without consideration for 

my rights and when I was unwilling to concede because SBA is extremely malicious and 

vindictive with no sense of humor at all and that helps because comedy is how I manage 

my trauma triggers and I disclosed that I live with trauma in my first e-mail to SBA. 

 

The alternative arrangement is simply recognizing that as a microcosm display, of what 

happens when an honest woman like myself is disrespected by the deceit of others and 

how censorship hurts everyone particularly where mutual respect is lacking, it is art.  

And, even though there is disagreement and controversy, that arguably proves it.  So, 

personal feelings aside I appreciate Sean Stone and Sacred Breath Academy for being 

part of the art that helps expose fraud, cults, and human traffickers regardless of 

storefront or cultural influences.  And, that goes for all victims and volunteers too. 

 

 


